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Abstract
We prove a scale-free quantitative unique continuation estimate for the
gradient of eigenfunctions of divergence-type operators, i.e. operators of
the form −divA∇, where the matrix function A is uniformly elliptic. The
proof uses a unique continuation principle for elliptic second order opera-
tors and a lower bound on the L2-norm of the gradient of eigenfunctions
corresponding to strictly positive eigenvalues.
As an application, we prove an eigenvalue lifting estimate that allows us
to prove a Wegner estimate for random divergence-type operators. Here
our approach allows us to get rid of a restrictive covering condition that
was essential in previous proofs of Wegner estimates for such models.
1. Introduction
The analysis of divergence-type operators is motivated, among others, by the
study of propagation of electromagnetic and classical waves in media, including
random ones.
Since such operators are elliptic second order operators they obey unique
continuation estimates. In fact, it was recently shown that they even satisfy
so-called scale-free unique continuation estimates, that have first been estab-
lished for Schro¨dinger operators, cf. [17] and references therein. These esti-
mates compare the L2-norm of an eigenfunction ψ (or a function in the range
of an appropriate spectral projector of the operator under consideration) on the
full domain with its L2-norm on a collection of small balls that are evenly dis-
tributed throughout the domain. For elliptic second order operators, analogous,
but somewhat weaker, bounds were proven in [1, 26]. The methods used there
rely on those developed for classical (i.e. local) unique continuation estimates
for elliptic second order differential operators, see e.g. [13, 16] and the literature
cited there.
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Unique continuation for the gradient and applications 2
An important application of scale-free unique continuation estimates is the
theory of random operators, where unique continuation principles are used to
prove e.g. Wegner and initial length scale estimates, see [3, 2, 21, 12, 17, 26,
22]. However, in all these references and in most of the existing literature, the
random part of the operator is assumed to be the zeroth order term. In other
words, the randomness is introduced by adding a random potential.
In this paper we consider more challenging operators, where the leading order
term is random. This situation was studied in [5] and [23] as a model for
propagation of waves in random media, see also [6]. These paper provide a
Wegner estimate, assuming however, that the random perturbations satisfy a
covering condition.
Our proof demonstrates how to remove this covering condition assumed in
[5, 23] using a scale-free unique continuation estimate for the gradient of eigen-
functions. In contrast to usual scale-free unique continuation estimates, we
compare the L2-norm of the gradient of an eigenfunction on the union of balls
described above with the L2-norm of the eigenfunction on the full domain. To
the best of our knowledge, previously only qualitative unique continuation for
the gradient has been studied, see [18]. We use ideas of the latter paper and
combine it with a unique continuation estimate of [26] to obtain the desired
unique continuation estimate for the gradient.
The energy zero is not a fluctuation boundary of random divergence-type
operators. This is illustrated by the fact that if one restricts the operator
to a cube and imposes Neumann boundary conditions, zero is an eigenvalue
regardless of the random configuration. Therefore we will not only exclude high
energies from our consideration, but also energies close to zero. Consequently,
our unique continuation estimate for the gradient is only valid for eigenfunctions
corresponding to strictly positive eigenvalues.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section 2 we introduce
the notation and formulate the main results concerning unique continuation for
the gradient, the proof of which is postponed to section 3. Thereafter, in section
4, we consider applications of our unique continuation estimate for the gradient
to random divergence-type operators. section 5 is dedicated to stronger bounds
that hold true for small energies. Some of these are based on a remark made in
[26] which allows us to partly remove some assumptions of our main result. The
proof of the latter remark is postponed to the appendix A. Finally, in section
6 we provide scaled variants of our results.
Let us emphasize that, having in mind future applications in the theory of
Anderson localization for divergence-type operators, we formulate a number of
of similar results displaying the explicit dependence of the constants on the
model parameters. This is necessary because proofs of localization depend on
a delicate interplay of a number or parameters.
2. Notation and the main result
Let d ∈ N and let ΛL = (−L2 , L2 )d denote the cube with side length L ∈ N∞ :=
N ∪ {∞}, i.e. Λ∞ = Rd. Let B(x, r) denote the ball with center x ∈ Rd and
radius r ≥ 0 and let A : ΛL → Rd×d be a matrix function such that A(x) is
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symmetric for all x ∈ ΛL and there are constants ϑEllip,−, ϑEllip,+ > 0 such that
ϑEllip,−|ξ|2 ≤ ξ ·A(x)ξ ≤ ϑEllip,+|ξ|2 (Ellip)
holds for all x ∈ ΛL and all ξ ∈ Rd. We use the abbreviation ϑEllip :=
max{ϑ−1Ellip,−, ϑEllip,+}. For D(hL) = H10 (ΛL) ⊆ H1(ΛL), consider the form
hL : D(h)×D(h)→ C defined by
hL(u, v) :=
∫
ΛL
∇u ·A∇v, (1)
where∇ denotes the weak gradient. The form hL is densely defined, closed, sym-
metric and sectorial so that there exists a unique self-adjoint operatorHL(A) as-
sociated with the form hL. Note that in general the operator domain D(HL(A))
does not contain smooth functions. This is the reason why we rely on the form
approach.
However, if the matrix function A is Lipschitz continuous, i.e. if there is a
constant ϑLip > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ ΛL
‖A(x)−A(y)‖∞ ≤ ϑLip|x− y|, (Lip)
we have C∞c (ΛL) ⊆ D(HL(A)) and on C∞c (ΛL) the operator HL(A) coincides
with the operator
HL : C∞c (ΛL)→ L2(ΛL), u 7→ −divA∇u.
The latter illustrates that the operator HL(A) defined above is a realization of
the divergence-type operator −divA∇ on the cube ΛL and due to the choice
D(hL) = H10 (ΛL) the operator HL(A) has Dirichlet boundary conditions. While
the main body of the paper is devoted to Dirichlet boundary conditions, we treat
at several instances Neumann boundary conditions (at least for energies close
to zero), see subsection 5.1.2 below. Note that in this case the form domain is
given by H1(ΛL).
The notion of a scale-free unique continuation principle relies on the following
Definition 2.1. Let G > 0 and δ ∈ (0, G/2). A sequence Z = (zj)j∈(GZ)d ⊆ Rd
is said to be (G, δ)-equidistributed, if B(zj , δ) ⊆ ΛG(j) for all j ∈ Zd. For L ∈ N
we set
SZ,δ(∞) :=
⋃
j∈(GZ)d
B(zj , δ) and SZ,δ(GL) := SZ,δ(∞) ∩ ΛGL.
Initially, we only consider the case of (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences. The
general case will follow from this by a scaling argument, see section 6. In order
to formulate our main result, we need to introduce a technical assumption from
[26]: Assume that L ∈ N and A = (aj,k)j,k=1,...,d, then
∀k, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, j 6= k∀x ∈ ΛL ∩ (ΛL + Lek) : aj,k(x) = ak,j(x) = 0. (Dir)
This is in particular satisfied, if all off-diagonal coefficients of A vanish on ∂ΛL.
With this notation our first main result reads as follows:
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Theorem 2.2. Let L ∈ N∞. Assume that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir),
let 0 < E− < E+ <∞ and let δ0 be sufficiently small (depending only on d, ϑEllip
and ϑLip). Then for all δ ∈ (0, δ0), there exists a constant C∇sfUCP > 0 depending
only on d, ϑEllip,−, ϑEllip,+, ϑLip, E−, E+ and δ such that for all E ∈ (E−, E+), all
ψ ∈ D(HL(A)) satisfying HL(A)ψ = Eψ and all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences
Z we have
‖∇ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ C∇sfUCP ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
. (2)
The constant C∇sfUCP will be given in (9).
Remark 2.3. one can choose δ0 = 2(330de
2ϑ
11/2
Ellip(ϑEllip + 1)
5/3(ϑLip + 1))
−1 in
the previous theorem, cf. [26]. Moreover, an inequality like (2) holds true for
δ ≥ δ0 as well but with a different constant, cf. Remark 2.4 in [26] and Remark
3.4 below.
Remark 2.4. The theorem fails for E− = 0. More precisely it is possible to con-
struct a sequence of normalized eigenfunctions ψL corresponding to eigenvalues
converging to 0 as L increases such that
lim
L→∞
‖∇ψL‖L2(ΛL) = 0.
Thus (2) must fail.
The stated theorem contains two assumptions which one can hope to elimi-
nate eventually: Assumption (Dir) is needed for a certain extension argument
used in [26]. It is quite possible that this step could be replaced by a gener-
alization of an extension (possibly by a smoothing procedure) which does not
require the assumption (Dir). Beside condition (Dir), the Lipschitz continu-
ity of A needed in Theorem 2.2 is a drawback for the application we have in
mind. However, it is possible to use an approximation argument to allow for
discontinuous coefficient matrices A, at least for eigenfunctions corresponding
to eigenvalues close to zero. Moreover, the assumption (Dir) is no longer needed
in this case, see section 5.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.2
First we prove a lemma that establishes a relation between an eigenfunction
and its gradient. The proof is inspired by the arguments in [18], where the
author proves qualitative unique continuation for the gradient of eigenfunctions
of second order elliptic operators, however under a strict condition on the sign
of the zeroth order term. In our context, this condition is partly replaced in
the assumptions for the energy interval.
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < E− <∞, r > 0 and assume that A fulfills (Ellip). Then
there is a constant C∇(r) > 0 depending only on ϑEllip,+, E− and r such that
for all points x0 ∈ ΛL for which B(x0, 2r) ⊆ ΛL, all E > E− and all solutions
ψ ∈ D(HL(A)) of HL(A)ψ = Eψ we have
‖∇ψ‖2L2(B(x0,2r)) ≥ C∇(r) ‖ψ‖2L2(B(x0,r)) . (3)
The constant C∇(r) will be given in (5).
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Proof. Choose a smooth cutoff-function ϕ : ΛL → [0, 1], satisfying ϕ ≡ 1 on
B(x0, r), ϕ ≡ 0 on ΛL \ B(x0, 2r) and ‖∇ϕ‖∞ ≤ 2/r. By the definition of
the operator HL(A), we have HL(A)ψ = Eψ if and only if ψ ∈ D(hL) and
hL(v, ψ) = (v,Eψ)L2(ΛL) holds for all v ∈ D(hL). Choosing v = ψϕ2 ∈ D(hL)
we get
(ψϕ2, Eψ)2 ≤
∣∣hL(ψϕ2, ψ)∣∣ ≤ ∫
ΛL
ϕ2
∣∣∇ψ ·A∇ψ∣∣+ 2ϕ|ψ| |∇ϕ ·A∇ψ| . (4)
Using the ellipticity of A, Cauchy-Schwartz and Young’s inequality, the right
hand side is bounded from above by
γ(ψϕ2, ψ)2 +
∫
ΛL
(
ϑEllip,+ϕ
2 +
ϑ2Ellip,+
γ
|∇ϕ|2
)
|∇ψ|2
for γ = E−/2. Hence (4) and the estimate for the gradient of ϕ imply
(E − E−
2
)
∫
ΛL
ϕ2|ψ|2 ≤
(
ϑEllip,+ +
2ϑ2Ellip,+
E−
· 4
r2
)∫
B(x0,2r)
|∇ψ|2.
Since E − E−/2 ≥ E−/2 and ϕ ≥ 1B(x0,r) we obtain
‖ψ‖2L2(B(x0,r)) ≤
2
E−
(
ϑEllip +
8ϑ2Ellip,+
r2E−
)
‖∇ψ‖2L2(B(x0,2r)) .
Thus with
C∇(r) :=
r2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + r2E−)
≤ E−
2ϑEllip,+
(5)
the inequality (3) holds true.
Remark 3.2. (i) The lemma gives in a sense a reverse Cacciopoli-type in-
equality valid under certain conditions,
(ii) for r ≤ 1 the constant given in (5) can be estimated from below by
E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + E−)
r2 ≤ C∇(r),
(iii) C∇(r) does not depend on x0 and only the ellipticity of A was used, not
the Lipschitz continuity,
(iv) the proof applies to all operators that correspond to forms hL as above
with form domain D(hL) satisfying ψϕ2 ∈ D(hL) for all cut-off functions
ϕ and all ψ ∈ D(hL).
The proof of Theorem 2.2 relies on the main result of [26]. For the sake of
completeness, we here recap a version of it suited to our purpose.
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Theorem 3.3 ([26]). Assume that A fulfills (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir). Then
there exists a constant N > 0 depending only on d, ϑEllip and ϑLip such that for
all L ∈ N∞, all measurable and bounded V : ΛL → R, all δ ∈ (0, δ0/2], all (1, δ)-
equidistributed sequences Z and all ψ ∈ D(HL(A)) satisfying |HL(A)ψ| ≤ |V ψ|
almost everywhere on ΛL, we have
‖ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ CsfUCP ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
. (6)
Here
CsfUCP = CsfUCP(δ) = δ
N(1+‖V ‖2/3∞ ). (7)
Combining this theorem with Lemma 3.1 yields the
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First, note that the sequence Z is also (1, δ/2)-equi-
distributed. We apply Lemma 3.1 followed by Theorem 3.3 with V ≡ E+ on
ΛL to obtain
‖∇ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ C∇(δ) ‖ψ‖
2
L2(SZ,δ/2(L))
≥ C∇sfUCP ‖ψ‖2L2(ΛL) , (8)
where the constant equals
C∇sfUCP = C
∇
sfUCP(δ) =
δ2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2
)N(1+E2/3+ )
. (9)
Remark 3.4. (a) We can allow arbitrary δ ∈ (0, 1/2] if we modify the definition
of the constant in (7) to
CsfUCP = CsfUCP(δ) = (min{δ, δ0})N(1+‖V ‖
2/3
∞ )
and similarly substitute min{δ, δ0} for δ in the constant C∇sfUCP appearing
in Theorem 2.2 and (9).
(b) Since δ ≤ 1, we see that
C1
(
δ
2
)2+N(1+E2/3+ )
≤ C∇sfUCP(δ) ≤ C2
(
δ
2
)N(1+E2/3+ )
(10)
for constants C1, C2 depending only on E− and ϑEllip,+.
4. Applications
Here we apply our main results in the theory of random operators. As noted in
the introduction, we want to understand the case where the second order term is
random. Therefore, we need to understand how a modification of the coefficient
matrix affects the eigenvalues. In particular we investigate the movement of
eigenvalues if we perturb the matrix function A by some non-negative function
W times the identity matrix. The novelty is that we are able to treat the case
that W has, in some sense, small support. In a second step, we use this result
to prove a Wegner estimate for random divergence-type operators.
Throughout this section we assume that L ∈ N, i.e. the geometric domain is
a finite cube. Note that in this situation the divergence-type operators under
consideration have compact resolvent and therefore purely discrete spectrum.
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4.1. Eigenvalue lifting
Given δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and a (1, δ)-equidistributed sequence Z, we want to inves-
tigate how the eigenvalues of the operator HLt := H
L(A + tW Id) vary as t
increases. Here A is a matrix function as defined above that at least satisfies
(Ellip) and W satisfies W ≥ 1SZ,δ(L). Now we fix T > 0 and recall that for
t ∈ [0, T ] the operator HLt is associated to the form
hLt : D(hLt )×D(hLt )→ C, (u, v) 7→
∫
ΛL
∇u · (A+ tW Id)∇v (11)
with D(hLt ) = H10 (ΛL). It is not hard to see that there is a domain D ⊆ C such
that [0, T ] ⊆ D and such that hLt is densely defined and sectorial for all t ∈ D.
Thus the family of forms (hLt )t∈D turns out to be a holomorphic family of type
(a) in the sense of Kato [9]. Moreover, the quadratic form is increasing in t, i.e.
hLt (u, u) ≤ hLs (u, u) (12)
for t ≤ s and we easily calculate(
d
dz
hLz
)
(u, u) := lim
w→z
hLw(u, u)− hLz (u, u)
w − z =
∫
ΛL
W |∇u|2. (13)
Thus (HLt )t∈D is a holomorphic family of type (B) in the sense of Kato and
HLt is self-adjoint, lower-semibounded and has compact resolvent for t ∈ [0, T ].
We denote by (ELn (t))n∈N the eigenvalues of HLt , enumerated non-decreasingly
and counting multiplicities.
In order to exploit our unique continuation estimate for the gradient, we will
first assume that W and A are Lipschitz continuous and prove the next
Theorem 4.1. Let T > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2], K1,K2 > 0, 0 < E− < E+ < ∞ and
assume that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir). Then there is a constant Cevl >
0 such that for all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z, all Lipschitz continuous
W ∈ L∞(ΛL) satisfying Lip(W ) ≤ K1, ‖W‖∞ ≤ K2 and W ≥ 1SZ,δ(L), and all
n ∈ N such that E− < ELn (0) ≤ ELn (T ) < E+ we have
ELn (t) ≥ ELn (0) + t Cevl. (14)
The constant Cevl will be given in (18).
Proof. There are two sequences (λ`)`∈N and (ϕ`)`∈N of analytic functions on
D ∩ R such that HLt ϕ`(t) = `(t)ϕ`(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ], see VII. Remark 4.22
and VII. Theorem 3.9 in [9]. The (λ`(t))` are all the repeated eigenvalues of
HLt with corresponding normalized eigenfunctions (ϕ`(t))`. The functions E
L
n
are formed by connecting several λ` in a continuous manner, i.e. E
L
n may jump
from one λ` to another at every crossing point between the different λ`. Since
the λ` are analytic and the H
L
t are lower-semibounded the jumps occur at at
most finitely many points.
More precisely, there exists M ∈ N, `1, . . . , `M ∈ N and 0 = t1 < · · · <
tM+1 = T such that
ELn (t) = λ`j (t) for all t ∈ [tj , tj+1], (15)
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where the overlap is continuous. Especially the function ELn agrees piecewise
with some λ` and is therefore piecewise analytic. The argument in the proof of
VII.Theorem 4.21 in [9] shows that(
d
dt
ELn
)
(t) =
(
d
dt
hLt
)
(ϕ`(t), ϕ`(t)) (16)
if ELn (·) = λ`(·) in a neighborhood of t. Only at the points t ∈ {t1, . . . , tN+1}, at
which a crossing from one λ` to another occurs, it is possible that E
L
n (·) is not
differentiable. It follows that (16) holds true for all but finitely many t ∈ [0, T ].
By (13), the right hand side of (16) satisfies(
d
dt
hLt
)
(ϕ`(t), ϕ`(t)) =
∫
ΛL
W |∇ϕ`(t)|2 ≥ ‖∇ϕ`(t)‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) . (17)
Now we want to apply the unique continuation estimate for the gradient on the
right hand side of (17). Therefore we need to verify the assumptions of Theorem
2.2. For fixed t, the matrix function x 7→ A(x)+tW (x) Id is Lipschitz continuous
with Lipschitz-constant ϑ˜Lip(t) = ϑLip + tK1 and elliptic with ϑ˜Ellip,+(t) =
ϑEllip,− and ϑ˜Ellip,+(t) = ϑEllip,+ + tK2. Moreover, the assumption on ELn (·)
shows that ϕ`(t) is a normalized eigenfunction with eigenvalue between E− and
E+.
For all t ∈ [0, T ] we apply Theorem 2.2 which provides us with a constant
C∇sfUCP = C
∇
sfUCP(δ, d, ϑ˜Ellip,±(t), ϑ˜Lip(t)) such that
‖∇ϕ`(t)‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ C∇sfUCP ‖ϕ`(t)‖
2
L2(ΛL)
= C∇sfUCP.
Thus
‖∇ϕ`(t)‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ Cevl := inft∈[0,T ]C
∇
sfUCP
where Cevl does not depend on t, indeed
Cevl =
δ2E2−
2ϑ˜Ellip,+(T )
(
8ϑ˜Ellip,+(T ) + δ2E−
) (δ
2
)N(1+E2/3+ )
, (18)
where N = N(ϑ˜Lip(T ), ϑ˜Ellip,±(T )). Consequently,(
d
dt
ELn
)
(t) ≥ Cevl (19)
for all t ∈ (0, T ) \ {t2, . . . , tM}. For fixed t ∈ [0, T ], we let M˜ ∈ {1, . . . ,M} be
the smallest number such that tn > t for all n > M˜ and we finally obtain
ELn (t) = E
L
n (0) +
M˜−1∑
j=1
∫ tj+1
tj
d
ds
ELn (s) ds+
∫ t
tM˜
d
ds
ELn (s) ds
≥ ELn (0) + t Cevl.
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Remark 4.2. Let us stress the difference of our situation to the one we encounter
for Schro¨dinger operators with alloy-type potentials: To that end, let us define
H˜Lt = −∆ + tW with associated form h˜Lt on H10 (ΛL). Using in this case scale-
free unique continuation estimates for eigenfunctions of H˜Lt , that were proven
in e.g. [21, 17], we obtain(
d
dt
h˜Lt
)
(ϕ˜`(t), ϕ˜`(t)) =
∫
ΛL
W |ϕ˜`(t)|2 ≥ ‖ϕ˜`(t)‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ CsfUCP.
In particular, we see that in the latter case the gradient does not appear, in
contrast to the present situation in (17).
Remark 4.3. If we assume that W ≥ 1 on the whole cube ΛL, Theorem 4.1
is already implicit in [23]. Unique continuation for the gradient is not needed,
and consequently we do not need the Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients
either, since in this particular case (14) follows from the following elementary
argument: As shown in the proof above(
d
dt
ELn
)
(t) ≥ ‖∇ψn(t)‖2L2(ΛL)
where HLt ψn(t) = E
L
n (t)ψn(t). The upper bound on the coefficient matrix and
the lower bound on the eigenvalue give:
(ELn (t)ψn(t), ψn(t))L2(ΛL) = (H
L
t ψn(t), ψn(t))L2(ΛL)
= ((A+ tW )∇ψn(t),∇ψn(t))L2(ΛL)
≤ (ϑEllip,+ + T ‖W‖∞) ‖∇ψn(t)‖2L2(ΛL) ,
hence (
d
dt
ELn
)
(t) ≥ E−
ϑEllip,+ + T ‖W‖∞
.
In case that only the matrix A satisfies (Lip), we may use a monotonicity
argument to prove eigenvalue lifting for perturbationsW which are not Lipschitz
continuous. This is the tenor of our next
Corollary 4.4. Let T > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2), 0 < E− < E+ < ∞ and K > 0.
Assume that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir). Then there is a constant
Cˆevl > 0 such that for all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z, all W ∈ L∞(ΛL)
satisfying K ≥ W ≥ 1SZ,δ(L) and all n ∈ N such that E− < ELn (0) ≤ ELn (T ) <
E+ we have
ELn (t) ≥ ELn (0) + t Cˆevl. (20)
Remark 4.5. The disadvantage of Corollary 4.4 compared to Theorem 4.1 is the
fact that we can not quantify the dependence of the constant Cˆevl on δ. The
reason for that is an approximation argument used in the proof: The Lipschitz-
constant of the approximation depends on δ.
Proof. Fix δˆ = δ/2. Then there exists a Lipschitz continuous function W˜ with
Lipschitz-constant Lip(W˜ ) = 1/δˆ satisfying W ≥ W˜ ≥ 1SZ,δˆ(L). We define the
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operator H˜Lt := H
L(A+ t W˜ Id) and denote its eigenvalues by E˜Ln (t). Since W˜
is Lipschitz continuous and we have
E− < ELn (0) = E˜
L
n (0) ≤ E˜Ln (T ) ≤ ELn (T ) < E+,
Theorem 4.1 shows that
E˜Ln (t) ≥ E˜Ln (0) + Cevl.
The minimax-principle finally implies
ELn (t) ≥ E˜Ln (t) ≥ E˜Ln (0) + Cevl = ELn (0) + Cevl.
The constant is given by
Cˆevl =
δˆ2E2−
2(ϑEllip,+ + TK)(8ϑEllip,+ + 8TK + δˆ2E−)
(
δˆ
2
)N(1+E2/3+ )
,
where N is a constant that depends on δ, T , ϑEllip,± and ϑLip.
4.2. Wegner estimate
In this section we will prove a Wegner estimate for random divergence-type
operators. We consider a generalized alloy-type random perturbation as intro-
duced in [21, 12]. Let us introduce the model at hand:
Model (A) (Generalized alloy-type). Let 0 < δ− < δ+ < ∞, δ− ∈ (0, 1/2),
0 < C− < C+ <∞ and let ω = (ωj)j∈Zd be a sequence of independent random
variables with probability distributions (µj)j∈Zd satisfying suppµj ⊆ [0,m] for
some m > 0. Denote by s : [0,∞)→ [0, 1]
sup
j∈Zd
{µj ([E − ε/2, E + ε/2]) : E ∈ R} ≤ s(ε), (21)
the global modulus of continuity of the family (µj)j∈Zd. Moreover, let Z =
(zj)j∈Zd be a (1, δ−)-equidistributed sequence and let (uj)j∈Zd be a sequence of
functions on ΛL such that
C−1B(zj ,δ−) ≤ uj ≤ C+1B(zj ,δ+). (22)
We fix a matrix-function A that satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir) for all ΛL,
L ∈ N. Then the generalized alloy-type random perturbation is defined as
Vω(x) :=
∑
j∈Zd
ωjuj(x) (23)
and we consider the random matrix Aω := A+ Vω Id.
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It is easy to see that the assumptions imply ‖Vω‖∞ ≤ m(2 + δ+)dC+ and
since Vω is non-negative, the random matrix function Aω is uniformly elliptic
with respect to ω and x. In particular, the ellipticity constants of Aω are given
by
ϑ′Ellip,− = ϑEllip,− and ϑ
′
Ellip,+ = ϑEllip,+ +m(2 + δ+)
dC+.
We consider the random operator HLω := H
L(Aω) and denote its eigenvalues
by ELn (ω), enumerated non-decreasingly and counting multiplicities. Using the
results on eigenvalue lifting, we may prove a Wegner estimate for the random
divergence-type operator (HLω )ω.
Remark 4.6. In general, the random operator (Hω)ω is not ergodic. However, if
we assume that the random variables (ωj) are i.i.d., the single-site perturbations
satisfy uj = u(· − j) for some bounded and compactly supported function
u ≥ 1B(0,δ−), and the matrix A is Zd-periodic, then the random operator is
ergodic and has therefore almost sure spectrum Σ. Note that for Zd-periodic A
the assumption (Dir) is satisfied for all cubes ΛL if it is satisfied for Λ1.
Theorem 4.7 (Wegner estimate). Consider a model of type (A) and let 0 <
E− < E+ < ∞. Then there exists a constant CW > 0 such that for every
L ∈ N, E > 0 and ε > 0 satisfying [E − 3ε, E + 3ε] ⊆ [E−, E+] we have
E
[
Trχ[E−ε,E+ε]
(
HLω
)] ≤ CW s(ε)|Λ|2. (24)
The proof closely follows [7] and uses the following partial integration formula
for singular distributions proved in this paper.
Lemma 4.8 (Lemma 6 in [7]). Let µ be a probability measure with support
contained in (a, b), a < b, and global modulus of continuity s : [0,∞) → [0, 1].
Let Φ be a continuously differentiable, non-decreasing function on [a, b]. Then∫
R
Φ(λ+ ε)− Φ(λ) dµ(λ) ≤ s(ε)(Φ(b+ ε)− Φ(a)) (25)
holds for all ε > 0.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let Q := ΛL+2δ++1 ∩ Zd be the cube that contains all
indices j such that ωj can affect the random perturbation Vω inside ΛL. In
other words, HLω depends only on the randomness in Q.
Let r = (rj)j=1,...,#Q be an enumeration of the lattice points Q. We define
the following vectors in {0, 1}#Q: Let e := (1, . . . , 1), let e` be the vector where
only the `-th entry is 1 and let
e
(r)
` :=
∑`
j=1
erj for ` ∈ {1, . . . ,#Q}.
We set
V Q
ω+t·e(r)`
:= V Qω + t
∑`
j=1
erjurj , where V
Q
ω :=
∑
j∈Q
ωjuj .
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Choose a monotone increasing function ρε ∈ C∞(R, [−1, 0]) satisfying ρ ≡ −1
on (−∞,−ε], ρ ≡ 0 on [ε,∞) and ‖ρ′ε‖∞ ≤ 1/ε. Herewith
1[E−ε,E+ε] ≤ ρε(· − E − 2ε+ 4ε)− ρε(· − E − 2ε) (26)
and the spectral theorem implies
E
(
Tr
[
χ[E−ε,E+ε](HLω )
])
≤ E (Tr [ρε(HLω − E + 4ε− 2ε)− ρε(HLω − E − 2ε)])
= E
(∑
n∈N
[
ρε(E
L
n (ω)− E − 2ε+ 4ε)− ρε(ELn (ω)− E − 2ε)
])
(27)
Since the support of the right hand side of (26) is contained in [E−, E+], only
the eigenvalues lying inside [E−, E+] give a non-zero contribution in (27).
Choose T = ε + m + 1. Then, by Corollary 4.4, there exists a constant
Cˆevl > 0 such that
ELn (ω + ε · e) ≥ ELn (ω) + ε Cˆevl (28)
for all n where E− < ELn (ω) ≤ ELn (ω + ε · e) < E+. Since the latter is satisfied
for all summands that give a non-zero contribution on the right hand side of
(27), we further estimate it using (28). Thus setting ε′ := 4ε/Cˆevl we obtain
E(Tr
[
χ[E−ε,E+ε](HLω )
]
)
≤ E
(∑
n∈N
[
ρε(E
L
n (ω + ε
′ · e)− E − 2ε)− ρε(ELn (ω)− E − 2ε)
])
= E
(
Tr
[
ρε(H
L
ω+ε′·e − E − 2ε)− ρε(HLω − E − 2ε)
])
=
#Q∑
`=1
E
(
Tr
[
ρε(H
L
ω+ε′·e(r)`
− E − 2ε)− ρε(HL
ω+ε′·e(r)`−1
− E − 2ε)
])
. (29)
We will handle each summand separately. Therefore we fix a ` ∈ {1, . . . ,#Q}
and define
ω⊥ := (ω⊥k )k∈Q where ω
⊥
k =
{
0 , if k = r`
ωk , otherwise
,
and
Φ`(t) := Tr
[
ρε(H
L
ω⊥+ε′·e(r)`−1+t·er`
− E − 2ε)
]
< 0.
For fixed `, ω⊥ and ε′ we consider the operator
H˜Lt = H
L
(
A+ V
ω⊥+ε′·e(r)`−1+t·er`
Id
)
.
As seen in 4.1, there is a domain D ⊆ C satisfying [0,m] ⊆ D and such that
(H˜Lt )t∈D is a holomorphic family of type (B) in the sense of Kato and H˜Lt is
self-adjoint, lower-semibounded and has compact resolvent for real t. In fact,
it is possible to choose D such that [0,m] ⊂ (a, b) ⊆ D holds true with
a = −γ, b = m+ γ and γ = ϑEllip,−
4m(2 + δ+)dC+
.
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We will show that the function Φ` is continuously differentiable, bounded and
non-decreasing on (a, b) and apply Lemma 4.8: Here the last two assertions fol-
low from the definition of ρε and the minimax-principle and the differentiability
follows from the identity
Φ`(t) =
∑
n∈N
ρε(E˜
L
n (t)− E − 2ε) =
∑
m∈N
ρε(λ˜
L
m(t)− E − 2ε),
where E˜Ln (t) denotes the eigenvalues of H˜
L
t , enumerated non-decreasingly and
counting multiplicities, and λ˜Lm(t) denotes the eigenvalues of H˜
L
t given by
VII.Theorem 3.9 in [9], that depend analytically on t. Now each summand
in (29) satisfies
E
(
Tr
[
ρε(H
L
ω+ε′·e(r)`
− E − 2ε)− ρε(HL
ω+ε′·e(r)`−1
− E − 2ε)
])
= EQ\{r`}
(∫
Φ`(ωr` + ε
′)− Φ`(ωr`) dµr`(ωr`)
)
,
where EQ\{r`} denotes the expectation with respect to all random variables ωj
with j ∈ Q \ {r`}. We apply Lemma 4.8 with a and b as above to estimate the
inner integral which shows∫
Φ`(ωr` +ε
′)−Φ`(ωr`) dµr`(ωr`) ≤ s(ε′)
(
Φ`(b+ ε
′)− Φ`(a)
) ≤ s(ε′)(−Φ`(a)),
and since |ρε| ≤ 1, we further estimate
−Φ`(a) =
∑
n∈N
(−ρε)(ELn (ω⊥ + ε′ · e(r)`−1 + a · er`)− E − 2ε)
≤ #{ELn (ω⊥ + ε′ · e(r)`−1 + a · er`) ∈ supp ρε(· − E − 2ε)}
= #{ELn (ω⊥ + ε′ · e(r)`−1 + a · er`) ≤ E + 3ε}
≤ #{ELn (ω⊥ + ε′ · e(r)`−1 + a · er`) ≤ E+}.
Applying Weyl asymptotics, cf. Corollary 4.1.26 in [24], there is a constant
CE+ > 0, depending only on the dimension d and the ellipticity constant ϑEllip,−,
such that
−Φ`(a) ≤ #{ELn (ω⊥ + ε′ · e(r)`−1 + a · er`) ≤ E+} ≤ CE+Ld.
Therefore ∫
Φ`(ωr` + ε
′)− Φ`(ωr`) dµr`(ωr`) ≤ CE+s(ε′)Ld. (30)
Bringing everything together and using ]Q ≤ (2+δ+)dLd, we have thus shown
E
(
Tr
[
χ[E−ε,E+ε](HLω )
]) ≤ CE+s(ε′)Ld]Q ≤ CE+s(ε′)(2 + δ+)dL2d
which proves (24) with
CW = CE+(2 + δ+)
d
[
4
Cˆevl
]
. (31)
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Remark 4.9. If we could prove (30) with a right hand side independent from
L, we would obtain a Wegner estimate that is linear in the volume of the cube.
This would yield some information on the regularity of the integrated density
of states.
If we assume that the single site perturbations uj additionally satisfy
|uj(x)− uj(y)| ≤ ` |x− y| for all x, y ∈ ΛL, j ∈ Zd (32)
and some ` > 0, then the constant CW can be given more precisely.
Corollary 4.10 (Wegner estimate with Lipschitz continuous perturbations).
Consider a model of type (A), assume that (32) holds true and let 0 < E− <
E+ <∞. Then, there exists a constant C ′W > 0 such that for all L ∈ N, E > 0
and ε > 0 with [E − 3ε, E + 3ε] ⊆ [E−, E+],
E
[
Trχ[E−ε,E+ε]
(
HLω
)] ≤ C ′W ε|ΛL|2. (33)
Proof. It is not hard to see that the matrix function Aω satisfies (Lip). Fol-
lowing verbatim the proof of Theorem 4.7 but using Theorem 4.1 instead of
Corollary 4.4 we obtain (33) with
C ′W = CE+(2 + δ+)
d
[
4
Cevl
]
.
Since Cevl is given in (18), the dependence of C
′
W on δ− is explicitly known.
Remark 4.11. It would also be possible to give a proof of Theorem 4.10 that is
very similar to the proof given in [10], see also [11, 23, 27]. These proofs are
rigorous variants of Wegner’s original idea in [28].
5. Stronger results for small energies
5.1. Unique continuation estimates for the gradient
As noted in remark 3.2 above, Lemma 3.1 applies to discontinuous matrix
functions as well. In order to make use of this, we need to replace Theorem
3.3 by some appropriate version that holds true for such coefficient functions.
Such versions are at disposal if we consider only energies near the minimum of
the spectrum, in fact both in the case of Dirichlet and of Neumann boundary
conditions on ∂Λ.
5.1.1. Dirichlet b.c.
In [26], the authors prove an uncertainty relation that implies an unique con-
tinuation estimate with a constant independent of the Lipschitz-constant ϑLip,
provided the considered energies are close to zero.
In fact, the independence of the Lipschitz-constant is crucial, since it (as
already noted in [26]) allows us to combine the uncertainty relation with an
approximation argument to allow matrices that do not satisfy (Lip). Since the
proof of the approximation argument was not spelled out in [26], we will provide
it in the appendix A.
As a corollary of the latter we obtain
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Corollary 5.1. Let L ∈ N, let A be a matrix function satisfying (Ellip) and
let δ ∈ (0, δ0/2). Then there is a constant κ′ (given in (54)) such that for
all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z = (zj)j∈Zd, all λ < κ′, and all ψ ∈
Ranχ(−∞,λ)(HL(A)) we have
‖ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ κ′ ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
. (34)
We may now replace the use of Theorem 3.3 in the proof of Theorem 2.2 with
the last mentioned Corollary 5.1 to obtain a version of our main result for small
energies without assuming Lipschitz continuity of the matrix function A.
Theorem 5.2. Let L ∈ N, assume that A satisfies (Ellip) and let δ ∈ (0, δ0).
Then there exists κ > 0, depending on δ, ϑEllip,− and the dimensions d, such
that for all 0 < E− < E+ ≤ κ, all ψ ∈ D(HL(A)) satisfying HL(A)ψ = Eψ for
some E ∈ (E−, E+) and all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z
‖∇ψ‖2L2(Sδ,Z(L)) ≥ C˜∇sfUCP ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
. (35)
holds true. Here the constant C˜∇sfUCP is given in (37) and the constant κ in
(36).
Proof. Let κ′ be as in (54) and choose
κ = κ(δ) := κ′(δ/2) (36)
An application of Lemma 3.1 provides us with
‖∇ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ C∇(δ) ‖ψ‖
2
L2(SZ,δ/2(L))
and since E+ ≤ κ(δ) = κ′(δ/2) and Z is also (1, δ/2)-equidistributed, Corollary
5.1 shows
‖ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ/2(L)) ≥ κ
′(δ/2) ‖ψ‖2L2(ΛL) .
Combining these inequalities, we obtain (35) and the constant is given by
C˜∇sfUCP =
1
2
δ2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2
)M(1+ϑ−2/3Ellip,−)
, (37)
where M depends only on the dimension d.
For energy intervals (E−, E+) higher up in the spectrum it is unclear whether
one can expect an estimate like (35) to hold without assuming Lipschitz continu-
ous coefficients. It is well known that there are operators with Ho¨lder continuous
coefficients which do not obey the (local) unique continuation principle, see
[19, 15, 14].
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5.1.2. Neumann b.c.
We may compare Corollary 5.1 with a recent result due to Stollmann and Stolz
[25] for divergence-type operators with Neumann boundary conditions in di-
mensions d ≥ 3. In order to formulate it, let HLN (A) be the unique operator
associated with the form hL given in (1) but with the domain D(hL) := H1(ΛL).
Then the following theorem is a special case of [25, Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 5.3 ([25]). Let L ∈ N∞. Assume that d ≥ 3 and that the matrix
function A satisfies (Ellip). There are constants C, a, b, c > 0 depending only
on the dimension d, such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1/2), all (1, δ)-equidistributed
sequences Z and all ψ ∈ χI(HLN (A)), where I = [0, CϑEllip,−δd−2], we have
‖ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ CNsfUCP ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
. (38)
The constant CNsfUCP is explicitly given by
CNsfUCP = C
N
sfUCP(δ) = cϑEllip,−δ
d
[
b
(min{√d, L/2})2 +
∣∣∣log (aδd−2)∣∣∣]−2 .
(39)
Note that Theorem 5.3, as Corollary 5.1 above, does not need the Lipschitz
condition (Lip) nor the assumption (Dir).
Remark 5.4. Actually the result of [25] only uses the lower ellipticity constant
ϑEllip,− of A. Since A is assumed to satisfy (Ellip) in our application, we do
not want to elaborate on this fact. It should also be mentioned that the main
result of [25] is applicable in more general situations.
With Theorem 5.3 at hand, it is possible to prove a unique continuation
estimate for the gradient of eigenfunctions of divergence-type operators with
Neumann boundary conditions.
Theorem 5.5. Let L ∈ N∞ and assume d ≥ 3 and that A satisfies (Ellip). Let
δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and let Z = (zj)j∈Zd be a (1, δ)-equidistributed sequence. Then there
exists κN > 0, depending on δ, ϑEllip,− and the dimension d, such that for all
0 < E− < E+ ≤ κN the following holds: There is a constant CN,∇sfUCP > 0 such
that for all ψ ∈ D(HLN (A)) satisfying HLN (A)ψ = Eψ for some E ∈ (E−, E+)
‖∇ψ‖2L2(Sδ,Z(L)) ≥ C
N,∇
sfUCP ‖ψ‖2L2(ΛL) . (40)
holds true. Here the constants are given by
CN,∇sfUCP = C
∇(δ)CNsfUCP(δ/2) and κ
N = κN (δ) = CϑEllip,−
(
δ
2
)d−2
, (41)
where C depends only on the dimension d.
Proof. The proof is an easy adaption of the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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In contrast to Theorem 5.2, we do not need to assume that L is finite. This
assumption was needed in the last mentioned theorem since it relies on a ap-
proximation argument that uses that the limit operator has purely discrete
spectrum.
Remark 5.6. In the case of Neumann b.c. it is trivial to see that unique con-
tinuation for the gradient fails at 0: In fact, for all L ∈ N the constant function
ψ ≡ 1 is an eigenfunction of HLN (A) to the eigenvalue 0 ∈ σ(HLN (A)). Since
∇ψ ≡ 0 on the whole cube ΛL, unique continuation for the gradient cannot
hold for this eigenfunction.
5.2. Eigenvalue lifting and Wegner estimates at low energies
The unique continuation estimates for the gradient of eigenfunctions corre-
sponding to eigenvalues close to zero proven above allow us to prove some of
our results in section 4 for more general models.
To begin with, replacing Theorem 2.2 in the proof of Theorem 4.1 by Theorem
5.2, allows us to prove the following variant of our eigenvalue lifting estimate
for energies close to zero. Here we do not need the assumption (Lip) for the
matrix function A.
Theorem 5.7. Let T > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2), assume that A satisfies (Ellip), let
κ be the constant from Theorem 5.2 and let 0 < E− < E+ < κ. Then there
is a constant C˜evl > 0, such that for all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z, all
W ∈ L∞(ΛL) satisfying W ≥ 1SZ,δ(L) and all n ∈ N such that E− < ELn (0) ≤
ELn (T ) < E+ we have
ELn (t) ≥ ELn (0) + t C˜evl. (42)
The constant is given by
C˜evl =
δ2E2−
4ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2
)M(1+ϑ−2/3Ellip,−)
.
where M depends only on the dimension d.
It is not surprising that an application of our Theorem 5.5 (that is based on
[25]) provides us with the same result for Neumann boundary conditions and
energies close to zero. We again consider the forms defined in (11) but with
domain given by D(hLt ) = H1(ΛL) and the operator HLN,t := HLN (A + tW Id).
Then the same arguments as above apply and we obtain the following
Theorem 5.8. Let d ≥ 3, T > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2), Z be a (1, δ)-equidistributed
sequence, assume that A satisfies (Ellip) and let κN be as in (41). Moreover,
let W ∈ L∞(ΛL) satisfy W ≥ 1SZ,δ(L) and let 0 < E− < E+ ≤ κN . Then
for all n ∈ N such that E− < ELn (0) ≤ ELn (T ) < E+ the eigenvalues of the
divergence-type operator HLN,t with Neumann boundary conditions obey
ELn (t) ≥ ELn (0) + t CNevl, (43)
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where
CNevl = C
N,∇
sfUCP(δ) = cC
∇(δ)ϑEllip,−δd
[
b
(min{√n,L/2})2 +
∣∣∣log (aδd−2)∣∣∣]−2
with constants a, b, c > 0 depending only on the dimension d.
The new eigenvalue-lifting results provide us, as already noted in subsection
4.2, with more general Wegner estimates for small energies.
In our model (A) we needed the matrix function A to be Lipschitz continuous.
However, since Theorem 5.2 does not require the Lipschitz continuity of A it
is not necessary to require this property for the Wegner estimate for small
energies. Hence, we consider in the following
Model (B). A model of type (A) where we do not assume that the matrix
function A satisfies (Lip) nor (Dir).
For the operator HLω := H
L(Aω) we obtain the following
Theorem 5.9. Consider a model of type (B). Let κ be as in Theorem 5.2.
Then for all 0 < E− < E+ < κ there exists a constant CW > 0 such that for
all L ∈ N, E ∈ R and ε > 0 with [E − 3ε, E + 3ε] ⊆ [E−, E+] we have
E
[
Trχ[E−ε,E+ε]
(
HLω
)] ≤ CW ε|ΛL|2.
For small energies the same proof applies for Neumann boundary conditions.
Therefore let HLN,ω := H
L
N (Aω). The result reads as follows:
Theorem 5.10. Consider a model of type (B). Let κN be as in Corollary 5.5.
Then for all 0 < E− < E+ ≤ κN there exists a constant CW > 0 such that for
all L ∈ N∞, E ∈ R and ε > 0 with [E − 3ε, E + 3ε] ⊆ [E−, E+] we have
E
[
Trχ[E−ε,E+ε]
(
HLN,ω
)] ≤ CW ε|ΛL|2.
6. Scaling
Further applications we have in mind require scaled variants of our main results.
In particular, we are interested in scaled variants of Theorem 2.2 and variants
of the eigenvalue lifting spelled out in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.4.
Therefore, let G > 0 and consider the cube ΛGL = GΛL. We define the
scaling S : Rd → Rd given by S(x) := Gx and set hG = h ◦ S for all functions
h defined on ΛGL. Using the definition of the divergence-type operators via
forms, it is easy to see that every eigenfunction ψ ∈ L2(GΛL) to some eigenvalue
E ∈ σ(HGL(A)) satisfies HLG(A)ψG = G2EψG, where HLG(AG) is the operator
associated to the form
hLG : H
1
0 (ΛL)×H10 (ΛL)→ C, (u, v) 7→
∫
ΛL
∇u ·AG∇v.
Note that AG satisfies (Ellip) with the ellipticity constants ϑ
G
Ellip,± = ϑEllip,±,
(Lip) with Lipschitz-constant ϑGLip = GϑLip and if A satisfies (Dir) on the cube
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ΛGL then AG satisfies (Dir) on the cube ΛL. For some δ ∈ (0, G/2), we let
Z = (zj)j∈(GZ)d be a (G, δ)-equidistributed sequence and calculate using the
chain rule∫
SZ,δ(GL)
|∇u|2 = Gd
∫
G−1SZ,δ(GL)
|(∇u)G|2 = Gd−2
∫
G−1SZ,δ(GL)
|∇uG|2 (44)
for any function u ∈ H1(ΛGL). Since G−1SZ,δ(GL) = SZG,δ/G(L) for some
(1, δ/G)-equidistributed sequence ZG, we are in the position to apply our main
results. This proves our next two Corollaries.
Remark 6.1. The results in this section are only stated for Dirichlet boundary
conditions. However, as seen in the previous sections, it is possible to treat
Neumann boundary conditions with similar arguments.
Corollary 6.2. Let L ∈ N∞. Assume that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir)
on the cube ΛGL. Let 0 < E− < E+ < ∞ and let δ0 be sufficiently small,
depending on d, ϑEllip, ϑLip, G. Then for all δ ∈ (0, δ0) there exists a constant
C∇sfUCP,G > 0, depending on d, ϑEllip,±, GϑLip, E−, E+ and δ/G, such that for
all E− < E < E+, all ψ ∈ D(HGL(A)) satisfying HGL(A)ψ = Eψ and all
(G, δ)-equidistributed sequences we have
‖∇ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(GL)) ≥ C∇sfUCP,G ‖ψ‖
2
L2(GΛL)
. (45)
The constant is given by
C∇sfUCP,G = C
∇
sfUCP,G(δ) =
δ2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2G
)N(1+G4/3E2/3+ )
,
where N = N(δ, ϑEllip, GϑLip) is the constant from Theorem 3.3 with ϑLip re-
placed by GϑLip.
Remark 6.3. Note that the scaling procedure described above also provides an
appropriate choice for δ0, namely δ0 = 2G(330de
2ϑ
11/2
Ellip(ϑEllip + 1)
5/3(GϑLip +
1))−1.
Corollary 6.4. Let L ∈ N and G > 0. Assume that A satisfies (Ellip) on
the cube ΛGL and let δ ∈ (0, δ0). Then there are a constants κG > 0 and
C˜∇sfUCP,G > 0, depending on δ, ϑEllip,−, G and the dimension d, such that for all
0 < E− < E+ < κG, all ψ ∈ D(HGL(A)) satisfying HGL(A)ψ = Eψ for some
E ∈ (E−, E+) and all (G, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z
‖∇ψ‖2L2(Sδ,Z(GL) ≥ C˜∇sfUCP,G ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛGL)
(46)
holds true. The constants are given by
κG =
1
2G2
(
δ
2G
)M(1+ϑ−2/3Ellip,−)
(47)
and
C˜∇sfUCP,G =
δ2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2G
)M(1+ϑ−2/3Ellip,−)
, (48)
where M is a constant that depends only on the dimension.
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Obviously, there are scaled variants of the results on eigenvalue lifting, Theo-
rem 4.1 and Corollary 4.4. These can be formulated in the following way. Here
we denote by EGLn (t) the eigenvalues of the operator H
GL
t := H
GL(A+ tW Id)
enumerated non-decreasingly and counting multiplicities.
Corollary 6.5. Let T,G > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and let 0 < E− < E+ <∞. Assume
that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir) on the cube ΛGL. Then there exists
a constant Cevl,G > 0 such that for all (G, δ)-equidistributed sequence Z, all
Lipschitz continuous W ∈ L∞(ΛGL) satisfying W ≥ 1SZ,δ(GL) and all n ∈ N
such that E− < EGLn (0) ≤ EGLn (T ) < E+ we have
EGLn (t) ≥ EGLn (0) + t CGevl. (49)
Denoting the Lipschitz constant of W by Lip(W ), the constant is given by
Cevl,G =
δ2E2−
2ϑ′Ellip,+(8ϑ
′
Ellip,+ + δ
2E−)
(
δ
2G
)N(1+G4/3E2/3+ )
. (50)
Here ϑ′Ellip,− = ϑEllip,−, ϑ
′
Ellip,+ = ϑEllip,+ + T ‖W‖∞ , ϑ′Lip = ϑLip + TLip(W )
and N = N(δ, ϑ′Ellip, Gϑ
′
Lip).
Corollary 6.6. Let T,G > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and let 0 < E− < E+ <∞. Assume
that A satisfies (Ellip), (Lip) and (Dir) on the cube ΛGL. Then there exists
a constant Cˆevl,G, such that for all (G, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z, all W ∈
L∞(ΛGL) satisfying W ≥ 1SZ,δ(GL) and all n ∈ N such that E− < EGLn (0) ≤
EGLn (T ) < E+ we have
EGLn (t) ≥ EGLn (0) + t Cˆevl,G. (51)
Remark 6.7. As already noted in remark 4.5, we do not have control of the
dependence of Cˆevl,G on δ.
In addition, we may formulate the scaled variant of Theorem 5.7.
Corollary 6.8. Let T,G > 0, δ ∈ (0, δ0) and assume that A satisfies (Ellip) on
the cube ΛGL, let κG be the constant from Corollary 6.4 and let 0 < E− < E+ ≤
κG. Then there exists a constant C˜evl,G, such that for all (G, δ)-equidistributed
sequences Z and all W ∈ L∞(ΛGL) satisfying W ≥ 1SZ,δ(GL) we have
EGLn (t) ≥ EGLn (0) + t C˜evl,G (52)
for all n ∈ N such that E− < EGLn (0) ≤ EGLn (T ) < E+. The constant is given
by
C˜evl,G =
δ2E2−
2ϑEllip,+ (8ϑEllip,+ + δ2E−)
(
δ
2G
)M(1+ϑ−2/3Ellip,−)
.
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A. Proof of a remark made in [26]
Let us first cite a special case of Theorem 3.8 in [26] that eliminates the depen-
dence on the constant ϑLip and the condition (Dir).
Theorem A.1 ([26]). Assume that the matrix function A satisfies (Lip) and
(Ellip). Then for all δ ∈ (0, δ0/2) and all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences Z the
uncertainty relation
χI(H
L(A))1SZ,δ(L)χI(H
L(A)) ≥ κ′ χI(HL(A)) (53)
holds for all measurable I ⊆ (−∞, κ′]. Here
κ′ = κ′(δ) =
1
2
δM(1+ϑ
−2/3
Ellip,−) (54)
with some constant M depending only on the dimension.
Remark A.2. The uncertainty relation (53) implies that
‖ψ‖2L2(SZ,δ(L)) ≥ κ′ ‖ψ‖
2
L2(ΛL)
holds for an eigenfunction ψ of HL(A) corresponding to an eigenvalue E ≤ κ′.
Now let A : ΛL → Rd×d satisfy (Ellip). In order to approximate the operator
HL := HL(A) by a sequence of operators (HL` )` satisfying the assumption of
Theorem A.1, we need to approximate A by a sequence of Lipschitz continuous
and uniformly elliptic matrix functions (A`)`.
Lemma A.3. Let ∅ 6= U ⊆ Rd be bounded open set. Let A = (aj,k)dj,k=1 : U →
Sym(d,R) be a matrix-function that satisfies (Ellip) and let 0 < ε < ϑEllip,−.
Then there exists a sequence of symmetric, uniformly elliptic, and Lipschitz
continuous matrices (A`)` with ellipticity constants ϑEllip,−(A`) = ϑEllip,− − ε
and ϑEllip,+(A`) = ϑEllip,+, converging to A pointwise almost everywhere.
Remark A.4. Note that by the polarization identity the ellipticity of A implies
that aj,k ∈ L∞(U) ⊆ L1(U) for all j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Proof. We consider A as a matrix-function Rd → Sym(d,R) by setting A ≡ 0
on Rd \ U . Let B := (ϑEllip,− − ε) Id and A˜ = A − B. Then A˜ is elliptic with
ellipticity constants ϑEllip,−(A˜) = ε and ϑEllip,+(A˜) = ϑEllip,+−ϑEllip,−+ ε. Let
g ∈ C∞c (R) satisfy supp g = [−1, 1], g ≥ 0 and
∫
R g = 1. Moreover, suppose
that ‖g‖∞ ≤ M for some M > 0. We define ϕ : Rd → R by ϕ(x) := g(|x|) and
ϕ` : Rd → R by ϕ`(x) := `dϕ(`x) for ` ∈ N. Then ‖∇ϕ`‖∞ ≤ `d+1M and by
Young’s inequality for convolutions it is easy to see that ‖a˜j,k ∗ ϕ`‖∞ ≤ ‖a˜j,k‖∞.
Furthermore, each aj,k ∗ ϕ` is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz-constant at
most `d+1M maxj,k ‖aj,k‖1.
We define
A˜` = A˜ ∗ ϕ` := (a˜j,k ∗ ϕ`)j,k=1...,d.
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Then A˜` converges pointwise almost everywhere to A˜ and A˜` is Lipschitz con-
tinuous for all ` ∈ N. Since for all ξ ∈ Rd
ξ · A˜`ξ =
d∑
j,k=1
(a˜j,k ∗ ϕ`)ξjξk =
 d∑
j,k=1
a˜j,kξjξk
 ∗ ϕ`,
it easily follows 0 ≤ ξ ·A˜`ξ ≤ ϑEllip,+(A˜). Thus the approximation A` := B+A˜`
is Lipschitz continuous and uniformly elliptic with ϑEllip,−(A`) = ϑEllip,− − ε
and ϑEllip,+(A`) = ϑEllip,+.
Corresponding to a sequence of matrices as in Lemma A.3 we define forms
hL` (u, v) =
∫
ΛL
∇u ·A`∇v
on D(hL` ) = H10 (ΛL). Each form hL` generates a unique self-adjoint operator
HL` = H
L(A`) and since all the A` are Lipschitz continuous, Proposition A.1
applies to HL` for all ` ∈ N. We aim to prove that the sequence of operators
(HL` )` converges to H
L in some appropriate sense, such that we can conclude
an inequality like (53) for HL.
For the sake of completeness we recap the the notion of Γ-convergence.
Definition A.5. Let F be a topological vector space, f ∈ F and denote by
U(f) the system of all open neighbourhoods of f in F . Then a sequence (xn)n∈N
of functions xn : F → R is said to Γ-converge to a function x : F → R iff for all
f ∈ F
x(f) = sup
U∈U(f)
lim inf
n→∞ infg∈U
xn(g) = sup
U∈U(f)
lim sup
n→∞
inf
g∈U
xn(g).
The next proposition shows how the Γ-convergence of the forms (hL` ) implies
that the sequence (H`)` converges to H in the strong resolvent sense.
Proposition A.6. With the notation from above, the sequence of quadratic
forms (hL` ) Γ-converges to h
L in the weak topology of H10 (ΛL). This implies
that the corresponding operators HL` converge to H
L in the strong resolvent
sense.
Proof. The pointwise convergence
lim
`→∞
ξ ·A`(x)ξ = ξ ·A(x)ξ.
for every ξ ∈ Rd and almost every x ∈ ΛL and the uniform ellipticity of the
matrices A` imply by Theorem 5.14 in [4] that h
L
` Γ-converges to h
L in the weak
topology of H10 (ΛL). Moreover Theorem 13.12 (cf. also Example 13.13) in [4]
implies that in this case HL` converges to H
L in the strong resolvent sense.
Remark A.7. If it is possible to approximate A in a, in some sense, monotone
way, one could replace the use of Γ-convergence by simpler or more elementary
arguments, cf. [29, 8].
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Combining these results, we may prove the next theorem, which was the goal
of this appendix:
Theorem A.8. Let L ∈ N, let A be a matrix function satisfying (Ellip) and let
δ ∈ (0, δ0). With κ′ as in Theorem A.1, for all (1, δ)-equidistributed sequences
Z = (zj)j∈Zd and all intervals I := (−∞, λ) ⊆ (−∞, κ′] we have
χI(H
L)1SZ,δ(L)χI(H
L) ≥ κ′ χI(HL). (55)
Proof. Since HL has purely discrete spectrum, there exists λ˜ ∈ [λ, κ′] \σ(HL).
Set J = (−∞, λ˜]. Since A` is Lipschitz continuous, Theorem A.1 applies to HL`
and we obtain
χJ (HL` )1SZ,δ(L)χJ (H
L
` ) ≥ κ′ χJ (HL` ) (56)
for all ` ∈ N. By Theorem VIII.24 in [20], the convergence HL` → HL in the
strong resolvent sense and ‖χJ (HL` )‖ ≤ 1 implies that
lim
`→∞
χJ (HL` )ψ = χJ (H
L)ψ for all ψ ∈ L2(ΛL),
since χ{λ˜}(H
L) = 0. Note that the strong convergence of χI(H
L
` ) implies, that
χJ (HL` )1SZ,δ(L)χJ (H
L
` )→ χI(HL)1SZ,δ(L)χJ (HL)
strongly as `→∞. The right hand side of (56) converges strongly to κ′ χJ (HL)
whilst the left hand side converges strongly to χJ (HL)1SZ,δ(L)χJ (H
L). Multi-
plying both sides by χI(H
L), we see that (55) holds true.
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